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IME I PREZIME ____________________________________ 

 

ŠKOLA ___________________________________________ 

TAKMIČENJE IZ ENGLESKOG  JEZIKA III GODINA 

WILLKOMMEN 2018. 

 

I  Choose the correct answer and circle the letter in front of it: 

 

1. An Australian mining company says it ___________ an enormous pink diamond, the largest one 

ever found in the country. 

           A finds                                       B have found                 C will find                     D has found 

2. At the moment, the diamond is in Perth, where jewelers ___________ it to make it even more 

beautiful. 

A cutting                                   B are cutting                  C cuts                            D has cut  

3. The language school, ___________ I have English lessons, has a good reputation. 

           A whose                                     B that                            C where                          D which 

4. Mum ___________ help you with the homework if you don’t want her to. 

           A must                                       B can                              C would                         D won’t 

5. What’s the name of the boy ________________ bike you borrowed? 

           A whose                                     B who’s                         C what                          D who 

6. In 2008 the diamond was sold for 29 million dollars, the highest price ever _________ for a jewel. 

           A paying                                    B to be paying               C paid                           D pays  

7. My sister has been selected to play in her school’s netball team this week, so my parents _________ 

to watch her. 

      A would have been going        B will be going              C went                          D had gone 

8. By this time next year, he __________ school, so he will want to take the dog for walks with me, or 

by himself. 

A will have started                  B started                         C will not start              D will not have started 

9. I had to promise _______________ after the dog, to help with feeding and taking it for walks.            

A to be                                    B to have                        C to look                       D to run 

10. You told me that your dad ____________ you couldn’t have a cat until you were at secondary school 

in two years. 

A had said                              B will be saying             C would be saying         D was saying 
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II Read the text and write the missing words. Write one word on each line.                                                                                                                                                          

Part of the enjoyment of travelling ___________ the world and visiting different countries is trying out 

new foods and flavors, and discovering other approaches to eating. One of the __________ enjoyable of these 

things is eating meze. Meze is a way of sampling a huge range of dishes; the word ____________ is short for 

‘mezedes’, which means ‘little delicacies’, and in a single meal there can be over 30 of these delicious small 

__________! A meze meal begins with the waiter bringing olives, salad, freshly baked bread, together with 

various dips, but these are simply the ‘appetizers’! These will be ______________ by a range of vegetable 

dishes, some raw, some pickled, some served with lemon, and some may be flavored with cheese. 

 

III Find the mistakes and write the correct sentences. There is one mistake in each sentence.                                                                                                                                                              

1. Would you mind to ask the manager if he could turn the music down? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. If we had visited the Lake District last year, I would see some of the scenes of Wordsworth’s poetry. 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. It has been so cold over the past fewer weeks that the flowers and the trees have not come into 

blossom yet. 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. They don’t want to move far away from the town center. They need to move somewhere biggest, 

now that they have three children. 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Why didn’t you buy a better car? You might have had to spend more money, but it would be worth 

it. 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

IV Complete the sentences using the given word, so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence. 

Use between two and five words, including the given word.                                                                                                                                                           

1.  We arrived in Paris three days ago. FOR 

We ______________________________________________________ three days. 

 

2. I’ll finish marking the tests and then I will tell you if you passed the exam. ONCE 

 I will tell you if you passed the exam ______________________________ marking the tests. 

 

3. I bet you were exhausted after such a long flight. HAVE 

You ___________________________________ exhausted after such a long flight. 

 

4. A professional photographer took these photos for us. HAD 

We _____________________________________ by a professional photographer. 

 

5. I find it hard to go at the same speed as my wife. UP 

I find it hard to ______________________________________________ my wife. 
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V Read the text. Based on the information from the text choose the correct answer and circle the letter 

in front of it:                                                                                                                                                           

It is breakfast time. You have been looking forward to eating a nice ripe banana ever since you woke 

up. Just when you reach for the delicious piece of fruit on your counter, you see something that makes you 

much less hungry: a swarm of fruit flies! 

   Fruit flies are tiny insects that are attracted to ripe or rotting fruits and vegetables. The flies not only 

eat the fruit, but they also lay their eggs there. A single fruit fly can lay up to five hundred eggs on the surface 

of a piece of fruit. Within eight days, the fruit flies that hatch from these eggs are full adults that can then lay 

their own eggs. As you can see, what might start out as a small fruit fly problem can become very large 

quickly. 

   Although there is a chance fruit flies can carry germs on to your food, this is not very likely. They are 

annoying, but they will probably not hurt you. Because they are such a nuisance, however, most people want 

to get rid of these pesky bugs as quickly as possible. Some people use pesticide sprays on the fruit flies. 

Although this will kill them, it will also spread harmful poison all over your kitchen. Luckily, there is also a 

completely safe way for you to get rid of fruit flies in your house. 

   The first step is for you to remove all fruits or vegetables from your counter. Store these items in the 

refrigerator or in sealed containers. Clean up any spilled juice or bits of food that might be on the floor. Take 

out the trash and empty the recycling bin. Wash any dirty dishes that are in your sink. Doing all of these things 

will stop new fruit flies from finding food or places to lay their eggs. 

   Next, make a trap to catch all of the remaining fruit flies in your house. First, fill a small bowl with a 

few tablespoons of vinegar. Then, put a piece of very ripe or rotting fruit into the vinegar. Cover the bowl very 

tightly with a sheet of plastic wrap and poke a few very small holes in the wrap with a fork. If all goes according 

to plan, the flies will enter the trap through the holes but will be unable to fly back out. This trap will catch all 

of the remaining fruit flies. You can either kill these flies or release them outdoors. 

   Fruit flies can be a pest, but they do not have to make you crazy. With a little effort, you can get 

existing flies out of your house and prevent new ones from taking over your kitchen. 

 

1. In the passage, we learn that fruit flies 

 

   A die immediately after they lay their eggs. 

   B can grow into adults after only 8 days. 

   C are mostly harmful. 

   D are large insects.         

 

2. As used in paragraph 3, a nuisance is something that 

 

    A bothers you. 

    B can be dangerous. 

    C grows fast. 

    D is very small. 

 

3. Why should you not use pesticide spray to kill fruit flies?     

        

    A Most sprays do not actually kill all of the fruit flies.               

    B Buying sprays can be expensive if you use a lot of them. 

    C The sprays take too much time to work. 

    D It can be dangerous to use them in your kitchen. 
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4. In paragraph 5, the author thinks that 

 

A some people don’t have a problem with fruit flies.  

B some people do not like killing insects. 

C fruit flies do not like vinegar. 

D making a fruit fly trap can be difficult. 

 

5. How many eggs can one fruit fly lay on a piece of fruit? 

 

   A Fifteen  

   B Fifty  

   C Five hundred  

   D Five thousand.                                                                     .                                                                                                                                                    

 

 

6. What’s the first step in getting rid of fruit flies? 

 

    A Storing fruits and vegetables in closed spaces. 

    B Cleaning up food or drinks from the floor. 

    C Taking out the trash. 

    D Washing dirty dishes. 

 

7. What should you pour in a bowl for catching fruit flies?    

A Water. 

B Soup. 

C Juice. 

D Vinegar 

 

8. What will happen with the flies when you make the trap? 

A They will stay on the kitchen counter. 

B Nothing will happen. 

C They will enter the trap. 

D They will be able to fly out if it. 
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VI Choose a means of transport (such as cars, trains, planes, etc.) and explain how it has changed 

people’s lives.  

             Your essay should have a minimum of 140 words, and no more than 250 words. 
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